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Abstract—Most newly proposed detection methods in intrusion
detection incorporate machine learning models to distinguish
between benign and malicious traffic. The models are validated
on a handful of academic datasets and ranked based on their
classification performance. This article aims to demonstrate that
unbeknownst to the new models’ authors, there are features
in these datasets which heavily bias the results and obscure a
realistic, reliable estimate of the separability of the datasets.
This paper proposes a methodology to estimate the contaminating
influence of a dataset’s features based on the concept of blind
generalization. The novel methodology is subsequently used to
assess the features of six widely adopted intrusion detection
datasets. In each dataset, several features show a pattern where
regardless of training attack class, the models blindly generalize
towards all available attack classes with nearly identical clas-
sification metrics. These features provide undeserved boosts in
the baseline classification scores for each dataset. By themselves,
some contaminant features even push these baselines upwards of
90% accuracy (balanced).

I. INTRODUCTION

Network intrusion detection systems (NIDS) are one layer
of defensive infrastructure to protect computer networks [1].
Currently deployed systems still rely mostly on signature
matching engines that fingerprint incoming network packets or
flows and compare those fingerprints to a continually updated
database of known attack patterns. Very efficient, scalable
implementations of these systems exist that can operate in real-
time on multi-gigabit networks [2], [3] and [4]. The speed and
low false positive rates are attractive qualities, but the struggle
to keep up with the torrent of new attacks and mutated versions
of existing attacks is a real downside.

Therefore, the academic intrusion detection community
started researching other methods that could profile the dif-
ference between (classes of) attacks and legitimate traffic.
Those other methods tend to be flavors of machine learning
(ML) algorithms which promise more abstract, generalized
representations [5]. The quality of these methods is assessed
by the standard metrics of classification (accuracy, false pos-
itive rate, true positive rate, . . .) on the test set(s) of one
or more specialized datasets. The ability to learn patterns
which are truly representative of network-level attacks is
frequently questioned. Prime reasons for the distrust include
the artificialness of the datasets and the inherent class balance
problem [6].

This work seeks to verify if the distrust of the artificial
nature of the data is justified by testing the features of several

highly adopted intrusion detection datasets specifically for
their ability to unintentionally bias the classification scores
of ML methods.

The contributions of this work are twofold.
i Proposes a general methodology to measure feature con-

tamination
ii Applies the new methodology to the features of widely

used NIDS datasets and finds various degrees of contam-
inating features in each of them

The only requirement for (i) is that the tested dataset has
multiple targets (i.e. a multi-class label). An advantage of the
proposed methodology is that it is classifier-agnostic.

This work is partially in follow-up to recently published
research [7] which firmly establishes that the metadata features
of NIDS datasets should always be removed because by
themselves they can generate (near) perfect models. That
observation may seem obvious, but plenty of recent, highly
cited research papers have included (one or more) metadata
features.

Many researchers rightfully remove the metadata features
prior to analysis, but the non-metadata features, i.e. the real
features, are kept without question, hence the motivation for
and title of this article.

The related work II introduces the datasets, demonstrates
that many feature selection proposals tout contaminant features
as most effective and nests this work in a broader set of
methods which measure feature contamination. The proposed
methodology to establish the contaminating effect is detailed
in section III alongside the pre-processing treatment of the
datasets. Subsequently, the results are presented for every
dataset in subsections IV-B to IV-D, with an additional subsec-
tion IV-E to summarize modified versions of the experiment.
The discussion (section V) ties the results together across the
included datasets and establishes the commonalities. Finally,
the conclusion summarizes the article and is primarily used to
list the contaminant features (section VI).

II. RELATED WORK

The related work first introduces the datasets for which
this analysis has been conducted. NSL-KDD, UNSW-NB15
and the CIC-IDS collection (IDS2017, DoS2017, IDS2018
and DDoS2019) have been selected for their high rates of
adoption [5] [8]. Each dataset’s history and structure are briefly
introduced. Subsection II-B contextualizes the research within



the literature by highlighting that feature selection methods
which have been validated on the included datasets often
propose contaminant features among the best available. In the
last subsection II-C, our proposed method is contrasted against
existing methods to discover contaminating features.

A. State of the Art Datasets

Taken as a whole, the dataset landscape in intrusion de-
tection is relatively sparse. The datasets we have chosen to
include span more than a decade in terms of publication date
and are currently the most widely adopted.

1) NSL-KDD: Crafted in response to criticisms of the
KDD99 (1999) intrusion detection dataset, NSL-KDD [9]
(2009) became the standard intrusion detection dataset, pro-
longing KDD99’s lifespan by ten more years. NSL-KDD’s
popularity is waning now, in favor of the more recent IDS
datasets from the same research institute (CIC, Canadian
Institute for Cybersecurity), but many new publications still
include this dataset to compare to older proposals.

2) CIC Collection: Following the publication of NSL-
KDD, the CIC researchers started working on their own in-
frastructure to generate novel intrusion detection datasets. The
foundational dataset from this collection was ISCX-IDS2012,
which has not been included in this analysis, due to its lack
of adoption by IDS researchers. The CIC dataset generation
follows these core principles:
■ To commit to realism (1) and diversity (2) in attack and

benign traffic
■ To provide complete captures (3) of total interactions (4)
■ To label traffic automatically (5) through tight control of

the generation environment
These five principles informed the design of ISCX-IDS2012
which was iterated upon to start yielding yearly dataset publi-
cations between 2017 and 2019. These datasets CIC-IDS2017
[10], CIC-DoS2017 [11], CSE-CIC-IDS2018 [10] and CIC-
DDoS2019 [12] are growing rapidly in adoption. The IDS
datasets have representation for six broad attack classes (brute
force, DoS, DDoS, portscan, infiltration, web attacks). The
specialized datasets expand the variety in one attack class each.

3) UNSW-NB15: Dataset innovation between NSL-KDD’s
publication, but prior to the CIC collection, was done most
successfully by researchers from the University of New South
Wales in Australia. Their dataset, UNSW-NB15, was created
with similar intentions to ISCX-IDS2012. Chief among them
was the drive to modernize the dataset landscape in intrusion
detection, which was still relying primarily on NSL-KDD,
which featured attacks from the 1990s. UNSW-NB15 has
representation of multiple benign use cases (grouped under
one label) and for nine classes of attacks.

Other intrusion detection datasets were published between
2009 and now, but many of them faltered. One plausible reason
for this is the gearing towards evaluation by machine learning
methods. NSL-KDD, the CIC collection and UNSW-NB15
were designed to be categorized by ML methods, by including
only labeled samples with a wide set of features. The research

teams behind all these datasets recognized the trend in methods
in the literature.

B. Proposed ML-IDS Detection and Feature Selection Systems

Previous work focused on the potential contamination by
metadata features in an even wider variety of IDS datasets. For
that analysis, the literature search could be conducted to screen
articles for the (non-)inclusion of these metadata features in
their models. For this analysis, a similar literature search is
not useful, because all collected articles included at least the
non-metadata features. Researchers have no immediate reason
to distrust the content features.

For this reason, the literature search focuses more on feature
selection (FS) proposals (table I), validated on the included
datasets. Researchers proposing those methods are primarily
interested in the datasets’ features and their analysis should
go deeper in this regard than the average ML-IDS detection
proposal. Because some of the contaminant features have a
very powerful biasing effect, they end up heralded as the most
informative features for their respective datasets.

In many cases, the final proposed set of features was easily
gathered from the articles, but starting with the CIC datasets,
the process of deciphering which features were ultimately
selected became harder. Because the CIC-IDS datasets consist
of multiple files, each representing a different attack class, a
lot of feature selection proposals keep that breakdown, thereby
proposing multiple sets of features. In conjunction to this,
many recent FS methods are based on metaheuristics with
several parameters of their own. Researchers then include the
results for specific sets of parameters, further increasing the
variability in selected feature sets. The selected features that
are referenced in table I are those which the article’s method
selected for the full dataset.

The feature selection proposals for the CIC collection are
listed together, because they share the same feature set. It
should be noted that most of the proposed methods have only
included CIC-IDS2017 or CSE-CIC-IDS2018 in their analysis.
Reference [13] included CIC-DoS2017 (besides IDS2017 and
IDS2018), references [14] and [15] were validated on CIC-
DDoS2019 and reference [16] included all four CIC datasets.

C. Other Methods to Find Contamination

The issue of artifacts that correlate strongly with the target,
but which are actually not representative of the task to solve,
is a well-known problem for ML practitioners. In traditional
statistics, the false associations drawn from these artifacts are
called spurious correlations. A third name used more broadly
for the phenomenon is the clever Hans effect.

In computer vision, finding these contaminating features
has received significant attention, parallel to the rise of deep
learning for classification tasks. The issue is primarily tackled
through various methods from the explainable artificial intel-
ligence (XAI) / interpretable machine learning (IML) fields of
study [30].

Investigating the relationship between input features and
outputs to find spurious correlations through XAI and IML



Ref. Year Contaminated Features in Final Selection

NSL-KDD
[17] 2012 src bytes, service (metadata), dst bytes, dst host srv count, dst host same srv rate
[18] 2015 src bytes, dst bytes, logged in, srv rerror rate
[19] 2016 service, flag, src bytes, dst bytes
[20] 2019 service, flag, src bytes, logged in
[21] 2020 service, src bytes, flag
[22] 2020 flag, logged in, service, dst host same srv rate, srv rerror rate, dst host srv count

UNSW-NB-15
[18] 2015 state, dttl, sttl, ct state tll, ct srv dst, ct dst sport ltm
[23] 2019 dttl
[24] 2019 sttl, ct dst src ltm
[25] 2020 dttl, ct srv src, ct dst sport ltm, ct dst src ltm, ct srv dst
[26] 2022 sttl, ct state ttl, dsport (metadata)

CIC Collection (IDS17, IDS18, DoS17, DDoS19)
[27] 2020 PSH flag count, fwd packet length min, bwd packet length min, down/up ratio
[28] 2020 protocol, down/up ratio, active std
[13] 2021 PSH flag count, active std
[16] 2021 fwd packet length min, packet length min, PSH flag count, ACK flag count
[14] 2021 protocol, bwd packet length min
[15] 2021 packet length min, bwd packet length min
[29] 2022 PSH flag count, packet length min, protocol, fwd packet length min, bwd packet length min

active std, idle std, ACK flag count, ECE flag count, RST flag count, down/up ratio

TABLE I: Well-recognized feature selection proposals, validated on the included datasets that promote contaminant features
as part of their selection.

methods was also identified by Arp et al. [31]. At Usenix
2022, they presented “Dos and Don’ts of Machine Learning
in Computer Security” in which they outline ten pitfalls
of the use of ML in computer security and measure their
prevalence in published research. In [32], Warnecke et al.
compare both general XAI/IML methods and specific XAI
methods (a.o. LEMNA, [33]) proposed for cyber security
ML systems on six criteria. They conclude that white-box
techniques (full model access) such as integrated gradients and
layer-wise relevance propagation comply best with the tested
criteria. By testing with the XAI methods, the authors found
contaminating features in every included dataset (mostly on
malware recognition).

III. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Our proposed methodology differs from the XAI/IML tech-
niques discussed in the previous section. Those techniques
all require trained models as input. Our method starts from
the data itself. This proposal is also model-agnostic which
strengthens it by making it possible to check if classifiers
from very different algorithmic families concur on a feature’s
contaminating effect. The only strict requirement to use this
method is that the dataset is multi-class (i.e. has multiple
targets / labels).

Conceptually, the methodology hinges on determining the
ability of individual features to blindly generalize to all avail-
able attack classes when it was trained to recognize just one.
For each dataset, the available targets are strictly separated
into their own training / testing sets (each accompanied by
a unique subset of the benign traffic). Then, per feature, a
classifier gets access to one training set (one target class) and
has to evaluate all testing sets (all target classes).

For a feature to be considered a contaminant, it should

i Yield models that generalize (equally) well to all available
output classes, not just to the class it was trained on

ii Yield those models, irrespective of the training class
Conversely, a good feature yields models that score well on

the test set of the training class and close to random for the
other classes.

Because there may be overlap in the attack mechanisms of
the available classes, it is possible that some blind general-
ization occurs. A domain expert should decide if a feature’s
potential to blindly generalize to one or more other classes is
plausible or not. The need for a human expert in the loop
to consider the nuance in the output is a downside which
this method shares with the XAI/IML methods. You could
compress the contaminating effect into a single number, but
this would often be too simplistic. Luckily, the proposed
approach provides its output on a per-feature basis, rather than
a per-sample basis, which greatly alleviates the burden on the
human expert.

Currently, the methodology measures contamination on a
per-feature basis even though real ML-IDS models will use
many features. This was a deliberate choice to keep the com-
putational complexity down. It is possible that a contaminating
effect is only visible when multiple features are allowed to
interact. However, it is also possible that a combination of
features would just magnify the individual features’ potential
to contaminate. We consider investigating this in future work.

A. Input Datasets

The analysis starts from cleaned up versions of the datasets.
The cleaning procedure entailed the removal of all metadata
features, the removal of all features with zero variance, the
encoding of categorical features, the removal of duplicate
samples and checking the integrity of the dataset’s stated types



Training Sets Testing Sets

Attack Class Benign Malicious Benign Malicious
DoS 45927 45927 7458 7458

Probe 11656 11656 2421 2421
R2L 995 995 2754 2754
U2R 52 52 200 200

TABLE II: NSL-KDD: train-test set sample division per attack
class

to the actual data. These clean versions of the datasets are
openly available online at https://gitlab.ilabt.imec.be/lpdhooge/
ids-dataset-collection. The repository also includes the prepro-
cessing code and the original datasets as downloaded from the
authoritative sources.

B. Analysis-Specific Preprocessing

The search for contaminant features is preceded by a few
steps of specific preprocessing. The important steps are: first,
collapsing the individual attacks into their respective attack
classes (if this annotation resolution is not yet provided in
the dataset). Second, splitting the dataset into train and test
sets (if not already provided as pre-defined train/test splits
by the dataset publishers). Third, sampling from the train/test
benign sample set (without replacement) for each attack class
to balance all train and test sets. Balancing them this way
ensures that standard classification metrics such as accuracy
remain valid. Additionally, it avoids having to synthetically
oversample the minority class or having to tweak the optimizer
to accommodate training with unbalanced data.

For every included dataset, these train/test splits are tabu-
lated (tables II-IV). One dimension along which no balancing
was done, is total available samples per class. Such a matching
would be limited by the attack class with the smallest repre-
sentation and thus ignore the vast majority of samples in every
dataset. Therefore, the class representation distribution is kept
as-is.

1) NSL-KDD: has designated train and test splits, provided
by the dataset authors. These train and test sets are not merely
a consequence of a straightforward sampling of a global
sample set. The test set contains the same attack classes, but
offers an expanded set of individual attacks. The user-to-root
(U2R) attack category (privilege escalation) is only minutely
represented (see table II). As mentioned before, this is how
the dataset is provided to researchers and we have opted not
to change this. The especially low sample count for U2R
(training) should be kept in-mind when interpreting the results
in subsection IV-B.

2) UNSW-NB15: also has a designated train/test split. This
practice helps to standardize the dataset preprocessing and
should increase comparability between proposed methods.
Whether the dataset authors have included unseen attacks in
the test set is unclear, because the samples only report their
attack class as a feature, not specific attacks. Similarly to NSL-
KDD, there are attack classes with tiny representations in both
train and test sets (mostly worms and backdoor, see table III).

Training Sets Testing Sets

Attack Class Benign Malicious Benign Malicious
exploits 7126 7126 18721 18721
generic 3640 3640 3924 3924

dos 1315 1315 3004 3004
reconnaissance 2469 2469 6422 6422

fuzzers 4394 4394 14889 14889
analysis 312 312 542 542
worms 43 43 121 121

backdoor 70 70 513 513
shellcode 377 377 1089 1089

TABLE III: UNSW-NB15: train-test set sample division per
attack class

Training Sets Testing Sets

Attack Class Benign Malicious Benign Malicious
botnet 116669 116669 29167 29167

bruteforce 86902 86902 21725 21725
ddos 757502 757502 189375 189375
dos 180551 180551 45138 45138

portscan 1480 1480 370 370
webattack 2392 2392 598 598
infiltration 64937 64937 16234 16234

TABLE IV: CIC collection: train-test set sample division per
attack class

3) CIC: The datasets generated by the CIC never have
designated train-test splits. For these datasets, a composite is
constructed that includes all samples from the four datasets. In
conjunction with a larger mapping, the same class collapsing
operation is performed, after which balanced samples are taken
for each class with 80% train and 20% test proportions. The
aggregation of the four datasets into one total collection does
obscure some information. CIC-IDS2017 has only 36 positive
samples of the infiltration class. CIC-IDS2017 is the only
CIC dataset that includes port scanning as a separate attack
class, hence its lower representation. The DDoS and DoS
attack classes have the highest volume and variety of samples
because they are augmented by the CIC-DDoS2019 and CIC-
DoS2017 specialty datasets.

C. Implementation Details and Algorithm Choice

After the train/test sets are composed for all attack types, the
search for contaminant features can start. 100 independent runs
are executed where a classifier is trained on a source attack
type’s training set and is tasked with classifying a destination
attack type’s test set.

After completing the independent runs, the averages and
standard deviations of accuracy, precision and recall are kept.
Accuracy can be used as a metric, because the ratio of
malicious to benign samples in the test sets has deliberately
been set to 1. In part this was done because the datasets do
not have enough unique, benign samples to create train and
test sets without sample re-use if the ratio benign:malicious
would get increased to 3:1, 5:1 or 10:1.

The first classifier choice is a shallow random forest clas-
sifier of 10 individual estimators, each allowed a maximum
depth of 3 levels and with access to a randomly sampled half



of the training records per estimator. To test if the results could
be a consequence of underfitting the trees, a re-run was done
with a max tree depth of 16 (IV-E2), but the difference in
performance was marginal and in favor of the shallow trees.
Tree-based estimators were chosen for their ability to create
multiple, sharp borders, relative ease of hyperparameter choice
and inherent interpretability.

The experiment has been fully re-run with a logistic re-
gression (logit) as the classifier to check whether the results
remain even when the model / fitting method are very differ-
ent. Section IV-E3 discusses this further. The use of feature
normalization is the only implementation difference between
the random forest and the logit versions. Normalization was
required by the logit model, because the chosen solver is
not robust against unscaled datasets and also because L2
regularization was used.

IV. RESULTS

The results are opened in subsection IV-A by an illustrative
case of this analysis on a metadata feature of NSL-KDD to
demonstrate how the visualizations should be read / inter-
preted.

The real (non-metadata) feature results are tied to the
datasets and presented in chronological order in terms of
dataset age in subsections IV-B to IV-D. The final subsection
(IV-E) details the results of some alterations / ablations in the
ML pipeline (the impact of normalization IV-E1, of deeper
trees IV-E2 and of a logit classification model rather than a
tree-based model IV-E3).

Due to page limitations, not all visualizations can be
presented inside the article. As many visual representatives
as possible of the insights mentioned in the text are made
available in the results and in the appendix VIII. Still, there
will be some that can only be seen in the supplementary ma-
terial, available online at https://gitlab.ilabt.imec.be/lpdhooge/
ids-feature-contamination. The same repository also holds the
raw results and the experiment’s code.

A. Illustrative Case

The NSL-KDD dataset has 40 non-metadata features when
using straight numeric encoding for categorical features. How-
ever, based on previous work [7] and to give a visual demon-
stration of a pure contaminating feature, a version of this
experiment has been executed on a one-hot encoded version
of the service feature. Figure 1 shows the worst-case feature
from that experiment.

Service http by itself captures a strong baseline pattern in
the data which the dataset authors did not control for. Just
knowing whether a sample was part of a network flow directed
at port 80, improves the odds of correctly identifying the
sample from 50/50 to beyond 75/25. Because its discrimi-
natory power is high, this pushes up the relative importance
of the feature. For tree-based learners, this happens literally.
The feature will be chosen as one that splits the data most
effectively close to the root. Regression-based methods are
less affected by this, because it is one factor in an equation,

but it will still bias the equation because the discriminative
power of the feature is high.

Fig. 1: Service http contaminates NSL-KDD, because it
pushes the baseline equally for all attack class pairings.

The ideal non-contaminating feature is one where classifi-
cation metrics are high for the pairs where the training and
testing attack class are the same and close to random for the
pairs where the training attack class differs from the testing
attack class. Visually, this translates into heat maps where the
results on the first diagonal are high and the other cells on the
same row are low (CIC’s Flow IAT Mean is such a feature
12). It is possible, but exceedingly unlikely that one feature
captures a universal characteristic across all attack types for
which a qualitative explanation other than unintentional bias
can be given. Visually, this would be indicated by equal scores
horizontally. It is even more unlikely that the choice of training
attack class would have zero impact on the ability of the
classifier to generalize to the other attack types. Visually, this
would mean equal scores vertically.

B. NSL-KDD
For the non-metadata features of NSL-KDD, multiple

contaminating features have been found. Features such as
src bytes (figure 2) and dst bytes (figure 3) have consistently
high predictive power, even in pairings where the training
attack class does not match the testing attack class. Moreover
the performance in those unmatched pairs is stable regardless
of the actual training class. A dos-trained model (on 91854
samples) evaluates probe-test samples with 93% accuracy, a
U2R-trained (on 104 samples) similarly evaluates the same
probe-test samples with 94% accuracy.

A phenomenon that occurs much more frequently with the
non-metadata features is one class where all results are low,
but this is explained immediately by looking at the results on
the class-matched train-test set. If the results in the matched
case are low, then the specific feature is just a bad predictor
for that class. It is therefore not surprising that the other non-
matched pairings produce similarly weak results. In the case



of src bytes, this effect is visible for the R2L attack class (fig.
2) and for dst bytes, the effect shows up for the U2R attack
class (fig. 3.

Other features where the contamination pattern is very clear
are dst host srv count (fig. 6), dst host same srv rate, flag,
rerror rate, srv rerror rate, srv diff host rate and logged in
(fig. 7).

Fig. 2: Source bytes contaminates NSL-KDD, R2L is not
affected because the feature has almost no explanatory power
for the class.

Fig. 3: Destination bytes contaminates NSL-KDD, visible in
high row consistency and high column consistency, except for
U2R samples, for which it is simply a bad predictor.

The same methodology also uncovers wholly uninfor-
mative features. The visualization for these features is a
matrix where all accuracy scores are 50% or no better
than random guessing. For NSL-KDD, such features in-
clude: num outbound cmds (figure 8), land, is host login,

su attempted, urgent, wrong fragment and num access files.
These features can safely be omitted from the dataset.

C. UNSW-NB15

NSL-KDD only has 4 attack classes, so the results have
more uncertainty when it comes to the contamination effect.
UNSW-NB15 has 9, spanning more of the attack spectrum.
It is also much more recent. However, it too suffers from
contamination. Three related features heavily distort baseline
classification performance. For the majority of the attack
classes, when trained on either one of ct state ttl, sttl or
dttl (figure 4), performance on the test sets of all other
attack classes reaches 87-91% accuracy. The result patterns
for ct state ttl (fig. 4a) and dttl (fig. 4c) are so similar, they
could be confused for each other (exceptional attack classes
included).

For sttl (fig. 4b), there seem to be two buckets and one
odd-one-out. Bucket 1 contains the dos, backdoor and analysis
attack classes, for which test results on all other classes fully
follow the 85+% accuracy. Bucket 2 contains the fuzzers,
generic, recon, shellcode and worms attack classes and even
though the performance is not identical within the row, it
is still identical across these attack classes (columns). Only
the exploits attack class partially follows the desired feature
behavior (79% accuracy when train attack class matches target
attack class, but no better than random for most of the other
attack classes).

When evaluated by this article’s proposed methodology, the
problematic nature of these three features is very obvious. In
the feature selection literature however, they are consistently
crowned as the best features for UNSW-NB15 (table I).

Other clear cases of contamination include ct dst ltm (fig.
10), ct srv dst, ct dst src ltm, ct srv ltm, ct srv src and
ct dst sport ltm but the separating power of these features
is considerably lower.

There are other features in UNSW-NB15 for which weaker
cases can be made that they contribute as contaminants. The
cases are weaker because the contamination is subject to two
or more of:

• Only being present for a minority of the classes
• Performance for non-matched attack class pairings not

being constant for the training attack class (i.e. accuracy
has significant variability within the row in the visualiza-
tion matrix).

• Performance for non-matched attack class pairings not
being constant for the same target attack class (i.e.
accuracy has significant variability along the columns in
the visualization matrix).

Figure 11 demonstrates these reasons with the “spkts” fea-
ture of UNSW-NB15. For UNSW-NB15, features without
any discriminative power include: is sm ips ports (figure 9),
ct ftp cmd and is ftp login.

D. CIC Collection

Overall, the CIC collection seems a lot less affected by con-
taminating features. Many features follow the desired feature



(a) ct state ttl (b) sttl (c) dttl

Fig. 4: UNSW-NB15’s TTL-related features all show severe biasing impact.

behavior (example in figure 12), whereby matched pairings
have high classification accuracy, but the unmatched pairings
drop back to being no better than random guessing.

There still are some clear-cut cases of feature contamination,
but the affected features do not have the same explanatory
power as the contaminants in UNSW-NB15. The features
for the CIC collection with (limited) contaminating effect in-
clude (figure 5): PSH Flag Count, Packet Length Min, Pro-
tocol, Fwd Packet Length Min, Bwd Packet Length Min,
Active Std (pushes baseline only to 55%), Idle Std (pushes
baseline only to 55%), ACK Flag Count, ECE Flag Count (2
buckets), RST Flag Count (2 buckets) and Down Up Ratio
(2 buckets).

A handful of flag-related features in the CIC collec-
tion have no predictive power and can safely be dropped
during preprocessing. These features are: URG Flag Count,
Fwd PSH Flags, SYN Flag Count and FIN Flag Count.

E. Other Algorithms, Parameters & Preprocessing Choices
To test the robustness of the results, several tweaks to

the methodology have been explored. These tweaks included
normalization of feature values, allowing the forest’s trees
to grow deeper and switching to logistic regression as the
classification algorithm.

1) Normalization: Tree-based learners tend to have no
assumptions about the scale of the input data and this was
confirmed. Feature normalization (more specifically Z-score
normalization / standardization) had no impact on the classi-
fication outcomes. For the logistic regression, standardization
did help with speed of convergence, but had no significant
impact on the classification outcomes (compared to logistic
regression without normalized features).

2) Deeper Trees: Since the models are all trained on single
features, it seemed inappropriate to allow the trees of the
random forest to grow deep. The results are based on forests of
trees with a max depth of 3. However, to preempt the criticism
that the shallow trees underfit the training data and therefore
show similar classification scores in (non-)matched attack

class pairs, the experiment has been re-run with trees that
are maximally 16 levels deep. Comparing the classification
scores for the shallow and the deep forests shows a tiny,
but consistent edge for the shallow forests. For NSL-KDD,
averaged across the features, shallow forests have a +0.7%
edge in classification accuracy, for UNSW-NB15, this edge
is +0.08% and for the CIC datasets, +1.0%. The shallow
forests have captured the training distribution well and are
not underfit. The contamination effect is present, regardless of
tree depth.

3) Logistic Regression: The experiments have been re-done
with the logistic regression (logit), a generalized linear model.
The logit model has a totally different mechanism to fit /
represent the data. Still, there is major consistency in the
features they unearth as contaminants. Cases of disagreement
between both classifiers are all related to the classifier’s ability
to distinguish precisely (figures 14 and 15). The shallow
random forest has more internal parameters to model the data
and thus can distinguish more complex patterns that lead to
higher classification scores. A logit model with one feature as
input has just 2 parameters (one weight and one bias term). It
scores lower overall, but with more consistency.

V. DISCUSSION

All tested datasets have features that can / should be
considered contaminants. There are no legitimate reasons
why models trained on one attack class should effortlessly
generalize towards the other attack classes, without having had
access to any of those other classes’ samples during training.
Theoretically, there was an expectation of some degree of
generalization for related attack classes, but that effect barely
appears in practice.

Instead, high degrees of consistency across entire rows are
observed (i.e. blind generalization towards all the other attack
classes). Worse still is that there is also high column-wise
consistency, i.e. regardless which attack class was used for
training, generalization towards the other classes, reaches very
similar classification metrics.



(a) PSH Flag Count (b) Packet Length Min (c) Protocol

Fig. 5: Several CIC features show a contaminating influence, but in absolute terms, none reach the contaminating levels of the
worst UNSW or NSL-KDD features.

For metadata features, contamination can be observed in its
purest form for example in figure 1 which boasts identical rows
and columns. For non-metadata features, it happens that one
to two classes do not conform. Very often the results of that
attack class (i.e. in that row) are the complement of the results
for the conforming attack classes. This can be seen most
clearly in figure 5a. For the class-matched dos-dos pairing,
the accuracy reaches 58%, but for all the other classes, the
blind, generalized result towards dos samples is 42% accuracy
and this effect stretches out across all the other attack classes.
For logit classifiers this was observed much more often. It
remains a strong indicator of contamination if the row’s cells
complement to 1.0 matches the other rows.

Finally, each dataset, even if it has millions of unique sam-
ples, has features that are not informative at all (examples in
figures 8 and 9). Researchers using these datasets should avoid
using those features to gain a (modest) boost in efficiency.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article set out to investigate whether there is hidden
substructure in widely adopted NIDS datasets that precludes
models validated on them to generalize effectively.

To this end, a methodology was constructed where a
dataset’s samples are collapsed into their attack classes and
models are trained to distinguish between that attack type and
benign traffic. Subsequently during testing, those models have
to evaluate a test set of the dichotomy for which they have
been trained, followed by test sets for all other available attack
classes. The expectation was that the models would perform
significantly better on the test set of their own training class
than the test sets of the other classes. The experiment’s results
however show that in all tested datasets there are features that
have strong, stable, blanket predicting power across all attack
classes simultaneously. Worse still is that this classification
potential is reached regardless of training class.

For NSL-KDD, 9 of the 40 non-metadata features show
clear signs of being contaminants. Those nine are: src bytes,

dst bytes, dst host srv count, dst host same srv rate, flag,
rerror rate, srv rerror rate, srv diff host rate and logged in.

For UNSW-NB15, 9 of the 44 content features have been
uncovered as contaminating to some degree. Three related
features bias models so strongly that they blindly classify any
class with 87 to 90% accuracy, regardless of training class
and fully inexplicable by similarity in attack mechanisms.
Those three features are ct state ttl, sttl and dttl. Six other
features have contaminating impact but they are less powerful
(ct dst ltm, ct srv dst, ct dst src ltm, ct srv ltm, ct srv src
and ct dst sport ltm).

The CIC collection is less affected (at worst blindly 75%
accurate, at best only 55%), but not free of contaminat-
ing features. In descending order of contaminating influ-
ence they are: PSH Flag Count, Packet Length Min, Pro-
tocol, Fwd Packet Length Min, Bwd Packet Length Min,
Active Std, Idle Std, ACK Flag Count, ECE Flag Count,
RST Flag Count and Down Up Ratio.

Most network intrusion detection researchers use these
datasets completely unaware that some of their best features
are powerful predictors, but not for the actual attack classes.

Models with these features obscure the true baseline per-
formance and this is doubly worrisome for the ML-NIDS
research community. New detection proposals are strongly in-
centivized to surpass the existing state-of-the-art performance
in classification. Even if features are known to be flawed,
continuing to include them will continue to provide a free
lift in performance.

VII. FUTURE WORK

The authors’ long-term aim is to achieve ML-IDS models
that maintain their effectiveness outside of the academic
IDS datasets. To this end, the standard methods to improve
ML-based methods have been explored: model selection and
adaptation, feature selection and / or reduction and other
preprocessing. These investigations have yielded models with



state-of-the-art performance on the datasets, but which still do
not generalize further.

To dig deeper, our attention shifted to potential issues in the
datasets themselves that are holding the ML methods back.
Previously having established that unwarranted inclusion of
metadata features certainly contaminates ML-NIDS models,
this work has tested content features to look for hidden sub-
structure that biases ML models to pick up patterns, unrelated
to the actual attacks.

Testing if robustness and generalizability improve in models
that omit these contaminant features is a logical follow-up to
this work.

Additionally, the authors strive to develop in another large
avenue of research to push ML-IDS closer to real-world
usability. That avenue is the realistic generation of novel IDS
data samples, first to improve the representation (volume,
variety and veracity) of malicious samples and later to expand
to benign samples as well. Within this data generation project,
new samples will be subjected to the same types of analysis
to ensure that the data is not unintentionally contaminated.
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VIII. APPENDIX

As mentioned in the introduction to the results, there is not
enough room in the article to include all the relevant graphics.
In a best effort, we have tried to include as many as possible,
focusing on those that have an explicit mention in the text.

Fig. 6: NSL-KDD dst host srv count: contamination as cap-
tured by the logit model (see IV-E3)

Fig. 7: NSL-KDD logged in: an example of the complement
classification metric observation (effect described in V)

Fig. 8: NSL-KDD num outbound cmds: an example of an
uninformative feature

Fig. 9: UNSW-NB15 is sm ips ports: another example of an
uninformative feature



Fig. 10: UNSW-NB15 ct dst ltm: a contaminating feature
from the dataset, but not from the hyper-contaminating set
(dttl, sttl, ct state ttl, figure 4)

Fig. 11: UNSW-NB15 spkts: an example of a feature for which
only a weak case can be made that it contaminates (reasoning
outlined at the end of section IV-C)

Fig. 12: An example of a well-behaved feature, models with
good specific class performance, almost no blind generaliza-
tion

Fig. 13: CIC ECE Flag Count: anther example of the bucketing
phenomenon with complement classification scores

Fig. 14: ct state ttl’s contaminating influence when evaluated
by a random forest is more precise but less stable than when
evaluated by a logit model (figure 15)

Fig. 15: ct state ttl’s contaminating influence when evaluated
by a logit model has lower accuracy, but it is more stable than
when evaluated by a random forest (figure 14)


